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Big Question of the Week                                         
 

“What habit from lockdown life will you continue when we get back to something like  

normal?” 

 

Explore, Believe, Shine 

‘The Adventure Awaits…’ 

Kids Visit the kids! 

Monday was a great day at the ‘Critical Worker’s Club’ as Mr Fairbairn brought three goat kids to visit. We 

had the chance to feed them and then they explored the playground. We really tired them out—one even fell 

asleep on Neave’s lap. Boris, Priti and Dominic were very well behaved though they did leave a few little ‘gifts’ 

for Mr Newstead to tidy up later!! Thank you for continuing your hard work at home. I think the fact that the 

sun went in has made this week a little tougher but at least the rain  will help our flowers to grow! If you are 

struggling or do need some help with home learning, please don’t hesitate to get in touch either with your 

child’s class teacher via Seesaw or with me. You can now get me directly on a new email address—

headteacher@bures.suffolk.sch.uk. I have sometimes been a bit slow in responding to messages from 

the primary@ address as the admin staff use this one and they are obviously not working fulltime at the  

moment but messages to this new address will come directly to my phone so I can respond much more quickly. 

I’m happy to deal with anything but can’t magic up flour or toilet rolls! I am aware that there is lots of  

speculation about when and how schools may be opening—I will let you know as soon as we hear anything  

official but for now we are just taking one day at a time and will be here if you need us! 

 

Elizabeth in 
Y3 has been 
using her 
artistic tal-
ents to  
create this 
fantastic 
bug! 

Well done to Scarlet in Y1. Fabu-
lous domino addition—Dominoes 
are a great way to practice 
counting as well as a good game 
to play to fill the days! 



 

Well done Molly 
(Y5). 
What a great  
diagram—we could 
use this to teach 
everyone about the 
features of a river. 
Make sure you save 
it! 

Connar in Y2 has been 
doing lots of reading. 
He has learnt lots 
about Scotland from 
this book. Scotland is 
one of the first places 
I want to visit once 
the lockdown is over 
Connar! 

Mr Allen asked me 
to give a ‘Shout 
Out’ to Henry in 
Y5 who has  
finished reading 
one Harry Potter 
and is about to 
start on his next 
one. Keep that 
reading going  
Henry! 

Annabelle in Y6 has been answering some tricky comprehension 
questions. I love that she stuck at it though it was obviously 
tricky! 

Chloe in Y4 has been doing lots of 
maths—some brilliant ordering of 
numbers and amounts here—Well 
done!  



Critical Workers’ Club (CWC) News 
More exciting adventures at this week’s ‘Critical Worker’s Club’. As I mentioned earlier one highlight was a 
visit from the goat kids but we have also enjoyed some great geography work with the BeeBots, a day  
exploring life cycles, a sporting challenge linked to the marathon and a chance to be history detectives. We 
are six weeks into Joe Wicks too and I am very proud to say I have done every one—even when I had a few 
days off over Easter. Not noticed a six pack yet but can almost manage it without having to lie down in a 
darkened room for several hours afterwards now!! 

 
How cute! The ‘kids’ and 
the kids! 

 

 

 

 

Martha in Reception has been mak-
ing ’Bath Bombs’ - wow! A long soak 
in the bath is a great lockdown  
activity!  Miss Moore and Mrs Fair-
ley have asked me to thank you and 
Evelyn for their fab friendship 
bracelets too! 

Hugo from the Nursery has been busy  
ordering numbers. You can see from that 
fantastic smile just how pleased he is with 
himself and rightly so! Great work Hugo 


